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The Approaching Storm: Star Wars Legends
Nebula and Hugo Award nominees Daniel Abraham and Ty Franck—writing as James S. A. Corey—make their Star Wars debut in this brandnew epic adventure featuring Han Solo, Luke Skywalker, and Princess Leia Organa. The action begins after the destruction of the Death Star
in Star Wars: Episode IV A New Hope. When the Empire threatens the galaxy’s new hope, will Han, Luke, and Leia become its last chance?
When the mission is to extract a high-level rebel spy from the very heart of the Empire, Leia Organa knows the best man for the job is Han
Solo—something the princess and the smuggler can finally agree on. After all, for a guy who broke into an Imperial cell block and helped
destroy the Death Star, the assignment sounds simple enough. But when Han locates the brash rebel agent, Scarlet Hark, she’s determined
to stay behind enemy lines. A pirate plans to sell a cache of stolen secrets that the Empire would destroy entire worlds to protect—including
the planet where Leia is currently meeting with rebel sympathizers. Scarlet wants to track down the thief and steal the bounty herself, and
Han has no choice but to go along if he’s to keep everyone involved from getting themselves killed. From teeming city streets to a lethal
jungle to a trap-filled alien temple, Han, Chewbacca, Leia, and their daring new comrade confront one ambush, double cross, and firestorm
after another as they try to keep crucial intel out of Imperial hands. But even with the crack support of Luke Skywalker’s x-wing squadron, the
Alliance heroes may be hopelessly outgunned in their final battle for the highest of stakes: the power to liberate the galaxy from tyranny or
ensure the Empire’s reign of darkness forever. Praise for Honor Among Thieves “If you like Han Solo . . . you won’t want to miss Honor
Among Thieves. . . . A novel that flies by quicker than the Millennium Falcon on the Kessel Run.”—Lightsaber Rattling “A fast-paced
romp.”—Big Shiny Robot “Honor Among Thieves felt very ‘vintage.’ . . . It nailed the classic Star Wars vibe in a way I haven’t experienced in
a long time.”—Making Star Wars “One of the best Star Wars novels I’ve ever read.”—Knights’ Archive “Absolutely [captures] the magic of
Star Wars and the era it’s aiming for.”—Jedi News (UK) “[The] most pleasurable ‘Classic Trilogy’ Star Wars reading in a long time . . . With
masterful pacing and witty, descriptive dialogue, [Honor Among Thieves is] fun to read from start to finish. Adding a complexity of thought and
action to a classic character like Han will satisfy those looking to indulge a deeper side.”—TheForce.net “James S. A. Corey manages to tell a
delightful tale filled with a fun plot, entertaining characters, and great descriptions that draw you in and bring the world to life. Fans of all sorts
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are sure to enjoy Empire and Rebellion: Honor Among Thieves.”—EUCantina.net

Compute
National Journal
DVD and Video Guide 2005
Work Life in the 1980s
Packed with enlightening and entertaining facts, this widely-acclaimed, user-friendly almanac offers complete coverage of the Gulf War and
its aftermath, accounts of the upheaval in the U.S.S.R., U.S. Foreign Policy, environmental issues, business and economy, science and
technology, sports, trivia, and much more. Maps, charts, color sidebars. Expanded index.

Personal Computing
Introducing Microsoft Access 1.1
Provides the answers to a wealth of questions while including up-to-the-minute facts on such issues as the 1996 presidential and legislative
elections, the Olympics, and the World Series. Simultaneous.

The Hotline
New York
Newsweek
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Media Review Digest
Lists codes, cheats, and tricks for hundreds of games running on systems including Xbox and Nintendo's GameCube.

Bulletin of the Public Affairs Information Service
Words on Cassette, 2001
This brief software application tutorial focuses on the most commonly-used features of Microsoft Access 1.1 database software. It fits a short,
hands-on lab course and the lab portion of an introduction to computers course, in continuing- or community-education departments.

Star Wars
The journal of cinematic illusions.

Byte
Sound & Vision
Universal Almanac
History and genealogy of the the families of Jesus Alfaro and Maria Maritinez Vega; Jesse Frank (J.F.) White and Nannie Hayden; and
William K. Foster and Leona Nichols.

The Wall Street Journal
Predicasts Technology Update
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The R & B Indies
Contains hints and tips for the Playstation Game Star Wars Jedi Power Battles.

Cinefex
“ENTERTAINING AND INTELLIGENT . . . This book is pure class all the way. . . . The final page is a great climax.” –Starburst The Republic
is decaying, even under the leadership of Supreme Chancellor Palpatine, who was elected to save the galaxy from collapsing under the
forces of discontent. On the tiny but strategic planet of Ansion, a powerful faction is on the verge of joining the growing secessionist
movement. At the Chancellor’s request, the Jedi Council sends two Jedi Knights, Obi-Wan Kenobi and Luminara Unduli, along with their
Padawans Anakin Skywalker and Barriss Offee, to stabilize the planet’s population. To succeed, the Jedi will have to fulfill near-impossible
tasks, befriend wary strangers, and influence two great armies, stalked all the while by an enemy sworn to see the negotiations collapse and
the mission fail. . . . Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

Mr. Reagan's "Star Wars"
Before the Storm: Star Wars Legends (The Black Fleet Crisis)
The Christian Science Monitor Index
Honor Among Thieves: Star Wars Legends
As the Clone Wars rage, victory or defeat lies in the hands of elite squads that take on the toughest assignments in the galaxy–stone-cold
soldiers who go where no one else would, to do what no one else could. . . . On a mission to sabotage a chemical weapon research facility on
a Separatist-held planet, four clone troopers operate under the very noses of their enemies. The commandos are outnumbered and
outgunned, deep behind enemy lines with no backup–and working with strangers instead of trusted teammates. Matters don’t improve when
Darman, the squad’s demolitions expert, gets separated from the others during planetfall. Even Darman’s apparent good luck in meeting an
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inexperienced Padawan vanishes once Etain admits to her woeful inexperience. For the separated clone commandos and stranded Jedi, a
long, dangerous journey lies ahead, through hostile territory brimming with Trandoshan slavers, Separatists, and suspicious natives. A single
misstep could mean discovery . . . and death. It’s a virtual suicide mission for anyone–anyone except Republic Commandos. Features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of
the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

History of the Alfaro and White Families Plus the Foster Family Spanning 250 Years
Bowker's Complete Video Directory 2000
Now in its twentieth edition, a concise guide to the video and DVD market provides in the most recent year's edition more than 400 new
entries, a star-based rating system, cast and director indexes, an Academy Award winner list, and more than 18,000 reviews. Simultaneous.
45,000 first printing.

Stereo Review
In the blockbuster bestselling tradition of Heir to the Empire comes this thrilling addition to the Star Wars(r) saga, as peace gives way to a
new threat It is a time of tranquillity for the New Republic. The remnants of the Empire now lie in complete disarray, and the reemergence of
the Jedi Knights has brought power and prestige to the fledgling government on Coruscant. Yesterday's Rebels have become today's
administrators and diplomats, and the factions that fought against imperial tyranny seem united in savoring the fruits of peace. But the peace
is short-lived. A restless Luke must journey to his mother's homeworld in a desperate and dangerous quest to find her people. An
adventurous Lando must seize a mysterious spacecraft that has weapons of enormous destructive power and an unknown mission. And Leia,
a living symbol of the New Republic's triumph, must face down a ruthless leader of the Duskhan League, an arrogant Yevetha who seems
bent on a genocidal war that could shatter the fragile unity of the New Republicand threaten its very survival. Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

PC Mag
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert
industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
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Hard Contact: Star Wars Legends (Republic Commando)
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THE DEFINITIVE WORD ON STAR WARS FICTION The legendary motion picture Star Wars has spawned two big-screen sequels and
three prequels—and decades of bestselling fiction. From the original movie tie-in novel through the monumental Fate of the Jedi series,
legions of devoted readers have helped expand science fiction’s most celebrated film saga into a page-turning print sensation. Now, for the
first time, a comprehensive overview of these sweeping Star Wars adventures is presented in one beautifully illustrated volume. Star Wars:
The Essential Reader’s Companion spans the entire galaxy of published Star Wars fiction—movie novelizations, original stand alone and
series novels, short stories, eBook novellas, young adult titles, and comics—and features: • a concise synopsis of each story, including key
characters and planets • exclusive behind-the-scenes facts and anecdotes about authors, plot and character development, continuity notes,
and significance in the Star Wars Expanded Universe • details on which novels are linked to Star Wars comic books from Dark Horse and
Marvel • a chronological listing of titles, spanning the 25,000-year history of the Star Wars universe and placing each story in its proper
context • more than one hundred original paintings throughout by some of fans’ favorite artists Whether skimming through fateful eras from
the Old Republic to the New Jedi Order; delving deep into the ancient history of the Lost Tribe of the Sith or the tumultuous Clone Wars;
crossing paths—and lightsabers—with Dark Lords such as Plagueis or Bane, Sidious or Vader; helming the Millennium Falcon with Han Solo;
or mastering the Force with Luke Skywalker, this one-of-a-kind, one-stop reference is a must for fans looking to maximize their knowledge of
the sprawling Star Wars Expanded Universe.
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